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Abstract

The use of logic for knowledge representa-
tion and reasoning systems is controversial.
There are, indeed, several ways that standard
First Order Predicate Logic is inappropriate for
modelling natural language understanding and
commonsense reasoning. However, a more ap-
propriate logic can be designed. This paper
presents several aspects of such a logic.

1 Introduction

My colleagues, students, and I have been engaged in a
long-term project to build a natural language using intel-
ligent agent. While our approach to natural language un-
derstanding (NLU) and commonsense reasoning (CSR)
has been logic-based, we have thought that the logics
developed for metamathematics are not, necessarily, the
best ones for our purpose. Instead, we have designed
new logics, better suited for NLU and CSR. The current
version of these logics constitutes the formal language
and inference mechanism of the knowledge representa-
tion/reasoning (KRR) system, SNePS 2.1 [Shapiro and
The SNePS Implementation Group, 1991]. SNePS is a
constantly evolving system (see [Shapiro and Rapaport,
1992]) that implements our evolving theory of how to
build a computational, natural laguage using, rational
agent that does commonsense reasoning.

In this paper, I will survey several ways in which the
SNePS logic has been designed to be more appropriate
for NLU and CSR than the standard First Order Predi-
cate Logic (FOPC1). SNePS examples will be in SNeP-
SLOG [Shapiro et al., 1981, Shapiro and The SNePS
Implementation Group, 1991, Chapter 6] , an FOPC-
like user interface to SNePS.

2 Set-Oriented Logical Connectives

Consider the following problems:

August 19, 1994
2. For every object, the following statements are equiv-

alent:

¯ It is human
¯ It is a featherless biped
¯ It is a rational animal.

Socrates is human.
Is Socrates a featherless biped? A rational animal?

Consider formalizing (1). The FOPC wff

Vx[Animal(x) V Vegetable(x) V Mineral(x)]

is wrong because V is the inclusive or, and we want to
be able to conclude that squash is neither an animal nor
a mineral. Neither is

Vx[Animal(x) @ Vegetable(x) @ Mineral(x)]

correct, where ~ is the exclusive or, because that is sat-
isfied by something that is an animal, a vegetable, and
a mineral.

In English, statements of the form "Either P1 or
...P,~" are interpreted to mean that exactly one of
P1,..., Pn is true, but such a statement is not easily for-
mulated in FOPC. We have implemented a logical con-
nective for this and similar problems in SNePS [Shapiro,
1979, pp. 189ff., Shapiro and Rapaport, 1992, p. 250,
Shapiro and The SNePS Implementation Group, 1991,
Section 3.1]. The SNePSLOG wff

andor(i, j) {P1 ..... Pn}

is true iff at least i and at most j of the wits in the set
{P1, ..., Pn} are true. Using andor, problem (1) can
be solved in SNePSLOG as shown here:

: all(x) (andor(l,l)
~animal(x), vegetable(x), mineral(x)})

all(X) (andor (I, 
~ANIMAL (X), VEGETABLE(X), MINERAL(X) 

1. Everything is an animal, a vegetable, or a mineral.
Squash is a vegetable.
Is squash an animal? a mineral?

1In this paper "FOPC" will always refer to the standard,
classical, first order predicate logic, using its standard syntax.

: vegetable(squash) 
VEGETABLE (SQUASH)
"ANIMAL(SQUASH)
"MINERAL(SQUASH)

(The ":" is the SNePSLOG prompt. Input is shown af-
ter the prompt in lower, and, occasionally, mixed case.
Output is shown in all upper case (except for logical
constants such as "all" and "andor"). Input with no
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terminating punctuation is stored and echoed. The ter-
minal "!" means store and perform forward inference.
The output lines following inference commands report
all wffs inferred and stored as a result of the inference.
SNePSLOG interactions have been edited only to con-
serve space and to fit the format of this paper. The
character strings shown, however, are actual input and
output.)

Problem (2) cannot be done using andor without nest-
ing, but there is another connective for that purpose.
The wff

thresh(i,j){P1 ..... pn}

is true iff either fewer than i of the wffs in the set {P1,
.... Fn} are true or more than j are true. Using thresh,
problem (2) can be solved in SNePSLOG as shown here:

: all(x) (thresh(l,2){human(x),
featherless-biped(x),
rat ional-animal (x) 

all(X) (HUMAN(X) <=> FEATHERLESS-BIPED(X)
<=> RATIONAL-ANIMAL(X) 

: human(Socrates)!
HUMAN(SOCRATES)
FEATHERLESS-BIPED(SOCRATES)
RATIONAL-ANIMAL(SOCRATES)

3 The Unique Variable Binding Rule

In a talk 2, Deborah Johnson, Professor of Philosophy at
RIT, said, in setting up some example,

"If someone votes for X and someone votes
for Y, one of them will be disappointed"

(or something very close to that). Let us formalize this
sentence in SNePSLOG:

(8)
all(u,v,x,y) ({votesfor(u,x), votesfor(v,y)}

~=> {andor(l, l){disappointed(u),
disappointed(v)}})

(Here I interpreted "or" to mean exclusive or, as is usu-
ally the case in NL, and I used the SNePSLOG wff

{A1,...An} &=> {C1,...,C,n}
which means that the conjunction of {A1,... An } implies
the conjunction of {el,..., C,n}.) To complete this ex-
ample, we should note that anyone who votes for the
winner is not disappointed:

all(u,x) ({votesfor(u,x), wins(x)}
¯ => {’disappointed{u}})

Now let’s try these rules in a specific example:

: all(u,v,x,y) ({votesfor(u,x), votesfor(v,y)}
~=> {andor (1,1) {disappointed(u),

disappointed(v) }})
all (X, Y, U, V) ({VOTESFOR (U, X), VOTESFOR (V, 

~=> {andor ( i, I) {DISAPPOINTED (U),
DISAPPOINTED (V) }} 

2Department CoUoquium, Department of Computer Sci-
ence, State University of New York at Buffalo, March 17,
1994.

all(u,x)({votesfor(u,x), wins(x)}
~=> {’disappointed{u}})

alI(U,X)({VOTESFOR(U,X),WINS(X)}
~=> {’DISAPPOINTED(U)})

: votesfor(Hillary, Bill)
VOTESFOR(HILLARY,BILL)

votesfor(Barbara,George)
VOTESFOR(BARBARA,GEORGE)

: wins(Bill)
WINS(BILL)

: disappoint ed(?x) 
DISAPPOINTED (BARBARA)
"DISAPPOINTED (HILLARY)

(Free variables in queries are indicated by a prefixed "?",
which is also used as termination punctuation to start
backward inference.)

The surprising aspect of this example is that in FOPC,
an instance of (3) 

{vot esfor (Hillary, Bill), vot esfor (Hillary, Bill) 
~=> {andor(l, l){disappointed(Hillary),

disappoint ed (Hillary) 

From which it follows, given the specific example, that
disappoint ed (Hillary).

The problem is that in FOPC, one is allowed to re-
place two universally quantified variables by the same
term, but in commonsense NL, as in the Johnson quote
above, it is assumed that different noun phrases in one
sentence refer to different entities (unless one of the noun
phrases is marked as an anaphoric reference to another).
Translation of such NL sentences usually requires a judi-
cious inclusion of ¢ predicates. However, this inclusion is
unintuitive, makes the formalized statements more cum-
bersome, and the translation error-prone. For example,
in presenting an example of a KLONE definition of an
arch, Brachman explains a structural description by say-
ing,

"$2 specifies that no two UPRIGHTs touch
each other" [Brachman, 1979, p. 37]

but in the actual figure being described, the FOPC sen-
tence attached to $2 is

VX E UPRIGHT(3Y 6 UPRIGHT. ,,~ TOUCH(X, Y))

and this can be satisfied by two touching uprights neither
of which touches itself.

Our approach to this issue has been to modify the rule
of Universal Instantiation so that two variables in one wff
cannot be replaced by the same term. This restriction
is called the "Unique Variable Binding Rule," or UVBR
[Shapiro, 1986]. It was UVBK that allowed the Johnson
quote to be formalized so directly.

4 Set Arguments
Consider the statement, "Mary, Sue, and Sally are sis-
ters." The usual way to formalize this in FOPC would
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be
sisters(Mary, Sue) A sisters(Sue, Sally)

along with statements that sisters is symmetric

V(x, y)[sisters(x, y) ¢~ sisters(y, x)]

and almost transitive

v(x, z)[x # 
V(y)[sisters(x, y) sisters(y, z)

sisters(x, z)]]
Because of the cumbersomeness of this formalization
compared with the English statement, we have intro-
duced set arguments into SNePS [Shapiro, 1986]. Any
predicate of the form

P(Sl,..., si, {tx,...tn}, Si+l,..-,Sm)

implies every predicate of the form

P(sl, . . . , si, subt, Si+l, . . . , sin)

where subt C {t 1,... tn }, and also every predicate of the
form

P(Sl, . ..,si,tj,si+l, . . .,sm), 1 <_ j <_ 

Thus sisters ({Mary, Sue, Sally}) im-
plies sisters ({Mary, Sue}), sisters ({Mary, Sally} 
and sisters({Sue,Sally}) (as well as the admit-
tedly peculiar sisters(Mary), sisters(Sue), 
s i st ers (Sally) 3).

The usefulness of set arguments (combined with
UVBI%) may be seen in an inference from the statements
"Mary, Sue, and Sally are sisters" and "Sisters like each
other" :

: sisters({Mary, Sue, Sally})
SISTERS ({MARY, SALLY, SUE})

all(x,y)(sisters({x,y}) => likes(x,y))
alI(X,Y)(SISTERS(KX,Y}) => LIKES(X,Y))

: likes (?x, ?y) 
LIKES (MARY, SUE)
LIKES (SUE, SALLY)
LIKES (SALLY, SUE)
LIKES (MARY, SALLY)
LIKES (SUE, MARY)
LIKES (SALLY, MARY)

Notice that not only are all six combinations found, but
the three instances of likes(x,x) are avoided due 
UVBR.

5 "Higher-Order" Logic

If a relation, R, is transitive, then whenever any x is in
the R relation to some y, and y is also in the R relation to
some z, then x is in the R relation to z. That statement is
not expressible in FOPC, because it requires quantifying
over predicates. Nevertheless, it is useful, so we have
allowed users of SNePS to express themselves in higher-
order logic [Shapiro et al., 1981]:

3A method of restricting such implications is planned for
a future version of SNePS.

all(R)(Transitive(R)
=> all(x,y,z)({R(x,y), R(y,z)}

~=> {R(x,z)}))
alI(R)(TRANSITIVE(R)

=> (all(X,Y,Z)({R(X,Y),R(Y,Z)}
~=> {R(X,Z)})))

Transitive(bigger)
TRANSITIVE(BIGGER)

bigger(elephant,lion)
BIGGER(ELEPHANT,LION)

bigger(lion,mouse)
BIGGER(LION,MOUSE)

bigger(elephant,mouse)?
BIGGER(ELEPHANT,MOUSE)

It is really only the user language that is higher-order.
The representation formalism is only first-order. User-
language predications such as bigger(elephant, lion)
are stored using a variety of the "Holds" predicate, such
as, Holds(bigger, elephant, lion). Thus, the rule about
transitive relations is really stored looking more like

V( R) [Transitive(R)
V(x, y, z)[Holds( R, x, y) A Holds(R, z)]

Holds(R, x, z)]

than like a higher-order rule. Nevertheless, the ability to
express rules in a higher-order language is very useful.

Another aspect of higher-order logic is the abil-
ity to quantify over formulas. Actually, according to
a recent interpretation of SNePS logic, wffs such as
bigger(elephant,mouse) are not sentences, but func-
tional terms that denote propositions [Shapiro, 1993,
Chalupsky and Shapiro, 1994J. Therefore, using them
as arguments and quantifying over them does not take
us out of first order logic. Here is an example of this:

: ;;; Bob believes anything Bill believes.
all(p)(Believes(Bill, p) => Believes(Bob, 

all(P)(BELIEVES(BILL,P) => BELIEVES(BOB,P))

: ;;; Bill believes
;;; whatever Kevin’s favorite proposition is.

all(p)(Favorite-proposition(Kevin, 
=> Believes(Bill, p))

alI(P)(FAVORITE-PROPOSITION(KEVIN,P)
=> BELIEVES(BILL,P))
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: ;;; Kevin’s favorite proposition
;;; is that John is taller than Mary.

Favorite-proposition(Kevin, Taller(John, Mary))
FAVORITE-PROPOSITION(KEVIN,TALLER(JOHN,MARY))

: ; ; ; What does Bob believe?
Believes(Bob, ?what)?

BELIEVES (BOB, TALLER (JOHN, MARY) 

Notice that "higher-order" is in quotes in the heading
of this section because while the SNcPSLOG wffs in this
section look like higher-order formulas, the underlying
SNePS logic is really first order.

6 Intensional Representation

Natural language sentences contain what are known as
opaque contexts, in which one denoting phrase cannot
necessarily be substituted for another even though they
denote the same object. An example due to Russell
is, "George IV didn’t know that Sir Walter Scott was
the author of Waverly" because Waverly was published
anonymously. One obviously cannot replace "the au-
thor of Waverly" by "Sir Walter Scott" in that sen-
tence even though Scott was, in fact the author of Wa-
verly. Verbs such as "know" and "believe" put their
complements in opaque contexts. The standard termi-
nology is that the denoting phrases "Sir Walter Scott"
and "the author of Waverly" denote different inten-
sions, but the same extension. In SNePS, all nodes
represent intensions only [Maida and Shapiro, 1982,
Shapiro and Rapaport, 1987], and the entire SNePS net-
work is considered to be an opaque context. Thus, there
is no built-in equality predicate in SNePS because no
two nodes are taken as denoting the same entity (the
Uniqueness Principle).

An example from the AI literature is due to McCarthy
[McCarthy, 1979]:

the meaning of the phrase "Mike’s telephone
number" in the sentence "Pat knows Mike’s
telephone number" is the concept of Mike’s tele-
phone number, whereas its meaning in the sen-
tence "Pat dialled Mike’s telephone number" is
the number itself. Thus if we also have "Mary’s
telephone number = Mike’s telephone number,"
then "Pat dialled Mary’s telephone number"
follows, but "Pat knows Mary’s telephone num-
ber" does not. [McCarthy, 1979, p. 129-130,
italics in the original].

Notice that "knows" creates an opaque context, whereas
"dials" does not, so McCarthy is making the same point
as above--"Mary’s telephone number" cannot replace
"Mike’s telephone number" in the sentence "Pat knows
Mike’s telephone number", even though they have the
same extension, but it can in the sentence "Pat dialled
Mary’s telephone number."

Although there is no built-in equality predicate in
SNePS, we can introduce one to mean that two entities
have the same extension4, and explicitly specify which

4This predicate has been called EQUIV in previous papers.

contexts are not opaque. A SNePSLOG example of ap-
plying this technique to McCarthy’s telephone problem
is:

: all(R)(Extensional(R)
=> all(a,x,y)({R(a,x), =({x,y})}

~=> {R(a,y)}))
alI(R)(EXTENSIONAL(R)

=> (alI(A,X,Y)({R(A,X),=({X,Y})}
~=> {R(A,Y)})))

: Extensional(Dial)
EXTENSIONAL(DIAL)

: =({Telephone(Mike), Telephone(Mary), 558-1234})
=({555-1234,TELEPHONE(MIKE),TELEPHONE(MARY)})

: Know(Pat, Telephone(Mike))
KNOW(PAT,TELEPHONE(MIKE))

: Dial(Pat, Telephone(Mike))
DIAL(PAT,TELEPHONE(MIKE))

: ?what(Pat, ?which)?
DIAL(PAT,TELEPHONE(MARY))
DIAL(PAT,S55-1234)
KNOW(PAT,TELEPHONE(MIKE))
DIAL(PAT,TELEPHONE(MIKE))

(Note the use ofset arguments in the = predicate, and
the use of a second-order query.)

7 Belief Revision

AI systems that get their input from normal people (as
opposed to programmers or knowledge engineers) will
certainly occasionally get contradictory information. To
deal with this, the system needs two facilities:

1. The ability to recognize and trap explicit contradic-
tions so that something can be done about them.

2. The ability to retract stored information inferred
from information that is later retracted.

SNePS 2.1 includes SNeBR [Martins and Shapiro, 1988],
a Belief Revision system that has these two abilities.

When some wff is entered or inferred that directly con-
tradicts one that is already stored, SNeBR opens a dia-
logue with the user:

: all(x)(Bird(x) => Flies(x))
all(X) (BIRD(X) => FLIES(X))

: all(x)(Penguin(x) => Bird(x))
alI(X)(PENGUIN(X) => BIRD(X))

: all(x)(Penguin(x) => "Flies(x))
alI(X)(PENGUIN(X) => (’FLIES(X)))

: Bird(Opus)!
FLIES(OPUS)
BIRD(OPUS)
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: Penguin(Opus)!
A contradiction was detected within context

DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT.
The contradiction involves the newly derived

node:
(M12! (MIN O) (MAX O)

(ARG (Mll! (A1 (OPUS)) (R (FLIES)))))
and the previously existing node:

(Mll! (A1 (OPUS)) (R (FLIES)))
You have the following options:
1. [C]ontinue anyway, knowing that a

contradiction is derivable;
2. [R]e-start the exact same run in a

different context which is not
inconsistent;

3. [D]rop the run altogether.
(please type c, r or d)

=><= ...

If the user chooses option (2), the system will help her
to identify and remove the wff(s) that caused the con-
tradiction.

The system keeps track of the hypotheses that underly
inferred wffs. (An hypothesis is a wff that was told to the
system, as opposed to one that the system inferred.) So
if an hypothesis is retracted, the system retracts every
inferred wff that was derived from it:

: all(x)(Bird(x) => Flies(x))

all(X)(BIRD(X) => FLIES(X))

: all(x)(Flies(x) => Feathered(x))

alI(X)(FLIES(X) => FEATHERED(X))

: all(x)(Canary(x) => Bird(x))
alI(X)(CANARY(X) => BIRD(X))

: Canary(Tweety)!
CANARY(TWEETY)
BIRD(TWEETY)
FLIES(TWEETY)
FEATHERED(TWEETY)

: Canary(Clyde)!

FLIES(CLYDE)
FEATHERED(CLYDE)
CANARY(CLYDE)
BIRD(CLYDE)

list-asserted-wffs
alI(X)(BIRD(X) => FLIES(X))
FLIES(CLYDE)
FEATHERED(CLYDE)
alI(X)(FLIES(X) => FEATHERED(X))
alI(X)(CANARY(X) => BIRD(X))
CANARY(TWEETY)
BIRD(TWEETY)
FLIES(TWEETY)
FEATHERED(TWEETY)
CANARY(CLYDE)
BIRD(CLYDE)

: "Canary(Clyde)
A contradiction was detected within context

DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT.

The contradiction involves the node you want
to assert:
(MI2! (MIN O) (MAX 

(ARG (M8! (At (CLYDE)) (R (CANARY)))))
and the previously existing node:

(M8! (AI (CLYDE)) (R (CANARY)))
You have the following options:
I. [c]ontinue anyway, knowing that a

contradiction is derivable;
2. remove [a]nother assertion from this context
3. [r]emove the new assertion from this context

(please type c, a or r)

=><= a
,..

Do you want to take a look at hypothesis M8!?
=><= y
(M8! (At (CLYDE)) (R (CANARY)))

What do you want to do with hypothesis M8!?
[d]iscard from the context, [k]eep in the context,
[u]ndecided, [q]uit this package
(please type d, k, u or q)

=><= d
-CANARY(CLYDE)

: list-asserted-wffs
alI(X)(BIRD(X) => FLIES(X))
"CANARY(CLYDE)
alI(X)(FLIES(X) => FEATHERED(X))
alI(X)(CANARY(X) => BIRD(X))
CANARY(TWEETY)
BIRD(TWEETY)
FLIES(TWEETY)
FEATHERED(TWEETY)

Notice that after retracting Canary(Clyde), the
wffs that were in~rred ~om it, FLIES(CLYDE),
FEATHERED(CLYDE) and BIRD(CLYDE) were also re-
moved.

8 Relevance Logic

In FOPC, a contradiction implies anything whatsoever,
but most people would say that just because you be-
lieve that Opus does and doesn’t fly, that’s no reason
to believe something totally unrelated to Opus and fly-
ing, such as that the Earth is flat. SNePS logic is a
version of Relevance Logic [Anderson and Belnap, 1975,
Anderson et al., 1992, Shapiro, 1992], a logic in which the
so-called "paradoxes of implication" such as (A h--A) =¢,
B, are not valid.

: all(x) (Flies(x) => Feathered(x))
all(X) (FLIES(X) => FEATHERED(X))

: all(x)(’Flies(x) => Swims(x))
alI(X)((’FLIES(X)) :> SWIMS(X))

: Flies(Opus)
FLIES(OPUS)
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"Flies(0pus)
A contradiction was detected within context

DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT.
The contradiction involves the node you want

to assert:

(M4! (MIN O) (MAX 
(ARG (M3! (A1 (OPUS)) (R (FLIES)))))

and the previously existing node:
(M3! (At (OPUS)) (R (FLIES)))

You have the following options:
I. [c]ontinue anyway, knowing that a

: list-asserted-wffs
alI(X)(FLIES(X) => FEATHERED(X))
alI(X)((’FLIES(X)) => SWIMS(X))
FLIES(OPUS)
"FLIES(OPUS)
FEATHERED(OPUS)
SWIMS(OPUS)

(As the reader has surely noticed, when a question A? is
asked, if A can be derived from the stored information,
it is printed, and if -~A can be derived, it is printed. If

contradiction is derivable; neither can be derived, nothing is printed, which is the
2. remove [a]nother assertion from this conteXtcase here, indicated by nothing being shown between the
3. [r]emove the new assertion from this conteXtquery and the next prompt.)

(please type c, a or r)
=><= C

-FLIES(OPUS)

: Feathered(Opus)?
A contradiction was detected within context

DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT.
The contradiction involves the newly derived

node:
(M3! (AI (OPUS)) (R (FLIES)))

and the previously existing node:
(M4! (MIN O) (MAX 

(ARG (M3! (AI (OPUS)) (R (FLIES)))))
You have the following options:
I. [C]ontinue anyway, knowing that a

contradiction is derivable;
2. [RSe-start the exact spume run in a

different context which is not
inconsistent;

3. [D]rop the run altogether.
(please type c, r or d)

=><= C
FEATHERED(OPUS)

: Swims(Opus)?
A contradiction was detected within context

DEFAULT-DEFAULTCT.
The contradiction involves the newly derived

node:
(M4! (MIN O) (MAX 

(ARG (S3! (AI (OPUS)) (R (FLIES)))))
and the previously existing node:

(S3! (AI (OPUS)) (R (FLIES)))

You have the following options:
I. [C]ontinue anyway, knowing that a

contradiction is derivable;
2. [RIP-start the exact same run in a

different context which is not
inconsistent;

3. [D]rop the run altogether.
(please type c, r or d)

=><= C

SWIMS(OPUS)

: Flat(Earth)?

So the contradiction allows the system to in-
fer related contradictory information, specifically
FEATHERED (OPUS) and SWIMS (OPUS), but not irrelevant
information such as Flat (Earth).

Another paradox of implication is that anything what-
soever implies a truth, A =~ (B =~ A). First notice that
SNePS can derive implications:

: all(x)(Canary(x) => Bird(x))
all(X) (CANARY(X) => BIRD(X))

: all(x)(Bird(x) => Flies(x))
alI(X)(BIRD(X) => FLIES(X))

: Canary(Tweety) => Flies(Tweety) 
CANARY(TWEETY) => FLIES(TWEETY)

Now, let’stry A=~.(B=>A):

: Penguin(0pus)
PENGUIN(OPUS)

: Canary(Tweety) => Penguin(0pus) 

The implicationis not derived.

9 Circular and Recursive Rules

Above I said that normal people occasionally give con-
tradictory information. They also tend to give circu-
lar definitions, which get formalized as recursive rules.
The SNePS inference mechanism was designed to work
without getting into infinite loops in the face of re-
cursive rules without regard to: the order of entry
of rules or ground propositions; the order of pred-
icates within rules; whether recursive rules are left-
or right-recursive, or both; what predicates are used
in ground propositions. [Shapiro and McKay, 1980,
McKay and Shapiro, 1981] An example of using a cir-
cular definition is

: all(x,y)(thresh(1){North-of(x,y), South-of(y,x)})
alI(X,Y)(NORTH-OF(X,Y) <=> SOUTH-OF(Y,X))

: North-of(Seattle, Portland)
NORTH-OF(SEATTLE,PORTLAND)

: South-of(San_Francisco, Portland)
SOUTH-0F(SAN_FRANCISCO,PORTLAND)
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: North-of(San_Francisco, Los_Angeles)
NORTH-0F(SAN_FRANCISC0,LOS_ANGELES)

: South-of(San_Diego, Los_Angeles)
S0UTH-0F(SAN_DIEGO,LOS_ANGELES)

: North-of(?x, ?y)?
NORTH-OF(SEATTLE,PORTLAND)
NORTH-OF(SAN_FRANCISCO,LOS_ANGELES)
NORTH-OF(LOS_ANGELES,SAN_DIEGO)
NORTH-OF(PORTLAND,SANFRANCISC0)

A more traditionalexample of a recursive ruleis

: all(x,y)(parent(x,y) => ancestor(x,y))
all(X,Y)(PARENT(X,Y) ANCESTOR(X,Y))

: all(x,y,z)({ancestor(x,y), ancestor(y,z)}
~=> {ancestor(x,z)})

all(X,Y,Z)({ANCESTOR(X,Y),ANCESTOR(Y,Z)}
¯=> {ANCESTOR(X,Z)})

: parent(John, Mary)
PARENT(JOHN,MARY)

ancestor(Mary, George)
ANCESTOR(MARY,GEORGE)

: ancestor(George, Sally)
ANCESTOR(GEORGE,SALLY)

: parent(Sally, Jimmy)
PARENT(SALLY,JIMMY)

: ancestor(John, ?y)?
ANCESTOR(JOHN,JIMMY)
ANCESTOR(JOHN,MARY)
ANCESTOR(JOHN,GEORGE)
ANCESTOR(JOHN,SALLY)

: ancestor(?x, Jimmy)?
ANCESTOR(SALLY,JIMMY)
ANCESTOR(JOHN,JIMMY)
ANCESTOR(GEORGE,JIMMY)
ANCESTOR(MARY,JIMMY)

Of course, SNePS will infinitely loop if it is asked to
forward chMn through a rule of the form Y(x)[P(z)
P(f(z))] or back-chain through one of the 
V(z)[P(f(z)) =# 

10 Summary

SNePS has been and is being designed to be a KRR
system for a computerized natural language using, com-
monsense reasoning rational agent. SNePS is founded
on logic, but on a logic that has been (and is being)
designed specifically to support natural language pro-
cessing and commonsense reasoning. Several aspects of
this logic have been summarized in this paper. We may
subcategorize them as follows.

¯ Those that differ from FOPC in syntax (with ap-
propriate semantics):

- Set-Oriented Logical Connectives
- Set Arguments
- "Higher-Order" Logic

¯ Those that differ from FOPC in some inference
rule(s) (with appropriate semantics):

- The Unique Variable Binding Rule
- Relevance Logic

¯ Those that differ from FOPC only in semantics:

- Intensional Representation

¯ Those that rely on an appropriate inference mecha-
nism:

- Belief Revision
- Use of circular and recursive rules

A more recent development, that has not yet been
incorporated with the other features of SNePS 2.1, is
"structured variables" [Ali, 1993, Ali and Shapiro, 1993,
Ali, 1994].
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